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Work hard and smart.
Stop complaining and start
looking for solutions.
Take note of correction when
you fail.
Have an inner motivation.
Build a good support system.
Stop procrastinating.

1. What has a neck but no head?
2. What is more useful when it is broken?

3. What is full of holes but still holds

water?
4. The more you take the more you leave

behind.
5. What has hands but cannot clap?
6. What gets broken without being held?

7. What kind of tree can you carry in you
r

hand?
8. What is always in front of you, But

cannot be seen?
9. What can be touched, But cannot be

seen?
10. What is always on it’s way, But never

arrives?

RIDDLES

HOW TO BECOME A SMART
STUDENT

STUDENT'S
CORNER 

- Rithikka.S 
  VI A

-Sadhana.K 
  VII A

Check
answers in

the next
page



Answers of Riddles

1. A Bottle 
2. An egg
3. A sponge
4.Foot steps
5. A clock

G. Madhavan
Subramanian

VII B

M.Chitesh
VI A

6. A Promise 
7. A palm 
8. The future 
9.Someone's heart
10. Tomorrow 
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EDUCATOR'S CORNER

    The Kasturi deer runs hither

and thither in the forest, in

search of the wonderful musk

scent, which originates from the

sac in its own body. It does not

realise that the source of the

aroma is within itself.

    We tie our happiness to people,

places, and things. We think when

all of them become exactly the

way we want, we will become

happy. However, the happiness

that depends on external

circumstances is very fragile. The

moment the circumstance

changes, our happiness also

evaporates.

- Smt. G. Hemapriya 
HAPPINESS - LIES IN YOU

             A good teacher can

inspire hope; ignite the

imagination, and instill a

love of learning. Best

Teacher award for this

month goes to                   

Mrs. B.R.Anuradha from

primary department.
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SCHOOL UPDATES
GANESH CHATURTHI 
   Ganesh Chaturthi , also known as
Vinayak Chaturthi  or Ganeshotsav , is
a Hindu festival commemorating the
birth of the Hindu deity Ganesh .The
festival is marked with the
installation of Ganesha's clay murtis  
privately in homes and publicly on
elaborate pandals . Observances
include chanting of Vedic hymns and
Hindu texts, such as prayers and.
Offerings and prasada from the daily
prayers, that are distributed from the
pandal to the community, include
sweets such as modak as it is believed
to be a favourite of Ganesha. Ganesh
chaturthi Pooja was performed in our
school. Students from KG wing were
dressed like Ganesha.ALL ROUNDER

QUIZ COMPETITION 
True enjoyment comes from activity
of the mind and exercise of the body;
the two are ever united. Classmate
Stationery conducted a Classmate All
Rounder Quiz Competition on
4.9.2023 in our school auditorium .
Classes V to VIII participated in the
quiz. Winners will be awarded. 
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JANMASHTAMI CELEBRATIONS
          Krishnashtami, Janmashtami, or
Gokulashtami, is an annual Hindu festival
that celebrates the birth of Krishna, the
eighth avatar of Vishnu. In certain Hindu
texts, such as the Gita Govinda, Krishna
has been identified as supreme God and
the source of all avatars. Krishna's birth
is celebrated and observed on the eighth
day of the dark fortnight in Shravana
Masa  or Bhadrapada Masa .The
celebratory customs associated with
Janmashtami include a celebration
festival, reading and recitation of
religious texts, dance and enactments of
the life of Krishna according to the
Bhagavata Purana, devotional singing till
midnight . We at Sindhi Model School
celebrated Krishna Jayanti in a grand way
by performing pooja. Students from KG to
class II were dressed like Radha and
Krishna. Activities was conducted for the
tiny tots.
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    A good teacher isn't
someone who gives the
answers to the kids but  
understands the needs and
challenges and gives tools to
help them succeed.Teachers'
Day in India is celebrated on
September 5 to mark the birth
anniversary of Dr. Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan. He was the
former President of India, a
scholar, philosopher and
Bharat Ratna recipient. On
Teachers' Day students all
over the country pay respect
and tribute to their
teachers.We at Sindhi Model
School celebrated Teacher's
day on 5.9.2023. Students
conducted programmes,
games and honoured all the
teachers. Finally a meeting
was conducted with the
management and Principal
mam. The meeting came to an
end with a grand lunch.

TEACHER'S DAY CELEBRATION 



SCHOOL EXCURSION 
Trips are a perfect platform for
students to bond, not only with
their own peers but also with the
teachers and adults who
accompany them in a new
environment. Such trips help
children to open up, socialize and
get to know each other better
outside the classroom.Students
from classes 1 &2 were taken to
Queensland amusement park on
2.9.2023. Students enjoyed a lot
by playing in the rides and in the
water games.Educational excursions or

tours are short trips by
students, under the
supervision of the school
principal and
teachers.Students are taken
to a place away from their
usual routine environment.We
at Sindhi Model took our
students from classes 9to 12
to Vizag on 22nd September.
Totally 105 students enjoyed
this tour. We visited places
like Submarine
museum.Kailasagiri hills
,Simachalam temple,Borra
caves and Araku valley. On the
final day this trip there was a
tribal dance performance for
us. Our students also danced
along with them. On the final
day of the trip a tribal dance
was organised for us.
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Days to Remember In
November

         Nov 3 - Science  Quiz                
( Std I  to V)

Nov 10 -  Hindi Handwriting  
                   ( Std I to V)

      Nov 4 - Science  Quiz        
 ( Std VI  to VIII)

                French Oratorical            
(Std IX to XII)

Nov 12 - 13 -  Diwali Holidays

    Nov 16 - Recitation
  Competition          

 ( Std I  to V)

Nov 14 - Children's Day
celebration 

Nov 16 -  II Mid Term Exam


